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From: Cathy Marcinkevage - NOAA Federal <cathy.marcinkevage@noaa.gov>


Sent: Wednesday, December 19, 2018 11:23 AM


To: Barbara Byrne


Subject: Re: CCVO SWFSC Scienc... - I think it might be helpful to have t...


Hey Barb --

I see this comment and will note it to act on, but wanted to let you know that I'm going to remove it from this


document. I'm using this doc as a tracking and communication tool with SWFSC folks, and I don't want to


confuse them in terms of what is expected, etc.


I plan to talk with Eric later this week and can discuss this request with him, and then work it in to the next


update based on that. Sound ok?


We can definitely expand our list of support needs, and I'd suggest that it would be best to contact me first,


either by email or a conversation, and then I can talk with the SC about how to do it, resources available, etc.


Because we already have Charlotte, Rachel, us, others all with fingers in it, I'd like to keep it kind of


centralized.


Definitely let me know if you have any questions!


Cathy


On Wed, Dec 19, 2018 at 10:47 AM Barbara Byrne - NOAA F... (Google Docs)


<d+MTA0Mjc2NTQ3NTY2NjQ3MzU1MDU0-MTEzMjE1MTg1MTI4MDYyMjA4MjE1@docs.google.com>


wrote:


Barbara Byrne - NOAA Federal added a comment to CCVO SWFSC Science Support Needs for Reinitiation of


Consultation


Barbara Byrne - NOAA Federal


Temperature-Dependent Egg Mortality Modeling (i.e., Martin model)


I think it might be helpful to have the SWFSC write some sort of tech memo commenting on whether/how we could


implement the "Anderson model" under Methods 2 and 3.


Open


Google LLC, 1600 Amphitheatre Parkway, Mountain View, CA 94043, USA
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